Anisotropic Two-Dimensional Screening at the Surface of Black Phosphorus
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Electronic screening can have direct consequences for structural arrangements on the nanoscale, such as on the periodic ordering of adatoms on a surface. So far, such ordering phenomena have been explained in terms of isotropic screening of free electronlike systems. Here, we directly illustrate the structural consequences of anisotropic screening, making use of a highly anisotropic two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) near the surface of black phosphorous. The presence of the 2DEG and its filling is controlled by adsorbed potassium atoms, which simultaneously serve to probe the electronic ordering. Using scanning tunneling microscopy, we show that the anisotropic screening leads to the formation of potassium chains with a well-defined orientation and spacing. We quantify the mean interaction potential utilizing statistical methods and find that the dimensionality and anisotropy of the screening is consistent with the presence of a band bending-induced 2DEG near the surface. The electronic dispersion of the 2DEG inferred by electronic ordering is consistent with that measured by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy.
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The role of screening in materials with reduced dimensionality has recently seen renewed interest due to the possibilities arising from single-layer van der Waals materials, which can be stacked into complex heterostructures [1–3] and/or tuned through their dielectric environment [4,5]. Experimentally, the effect of screening is particularly accessible at the surface of a material, where it has been shown that two-dimensional Friedel oscillations have direct consequences on structural adatom ordering [6–18], as well as on the modulation of adatom diffusion barriers [19]. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has also been utilized to quantify the screened Coulomb potential at the surface of semiconductors [18] and to disentangle the contributions of free electrons from band-bending induced quantum well states to the screened potential in topological insulators [16]. In all of these cases, the resulting effects can be explained in terms of an isotropic electronic dispersion responsible for the screening, i.e., a free electronlike system with an isotropic length of $k_F$. While Friedel oscillations for anisotropic [20] or spin-split [21] Fermi contours have been observed, the consequences of anisotropic screening on ordering are still not well understood.

Black phosphorus (BP) is a layered semiconductor that offers the unique opportunity to explore adsorbate ordering in the presence of anisotropic screening [22–26]. The structure of BP is highly anisotropic, leading to strong consequences in the band structure [27,28] as well as its expected dielectric response [26], providing a promising platform to quantify the effects of anisotropic screening. Here, we quantify the electrostatic screening from the surface layers of BP by looking at the effects on the long-range ordering of charged potassium adatoms. Utilizing STM, we explore the spatial distributions of potassium adatoms as a function of temperature ($T$) and potassium density ($n_K$). STM imaging reveals the development of 1D potassium structures, strongly favoring an orientation along the armchair direction, driven by anisotropic charge screening. Using STM images, we quantify the mean interaction potential ($E_m$) [8,9,16] and corroborate changes to $E_m$ with measurements of the two-dimensional (2D) Fermi contour derived from angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). We observe very long-ranged, anisotropic screening behavior. While Friedel oscillation-related screening behavior accounts for the long-range ordering in both directions, additional short-range correlations are observed along the armchair direction.

An STM image of a clean BP surface after cleaving in situ is shown in Fig. 1(a). Characteristic intrinsic defects are observed at and below the surface [29], with an areal density of approximately $n_Y = 3.1 \times 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$. The inset shows the pristine crystal lattice, with the $x$ (armchair/[100]) and $y$ (zigzag/[010]) directions labeled. The surface after low-temperature deposition of K atoms ($n_K = 7.0 \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$) is shown in Fig. 1(b). The adatoms are imaged as isotropic protrusions with a bias-dependent apparent height 200 pm $< \Delta z < 300$ pm. As shown in Fig. 2, the diffusion of K adatoms at the surface of BP occurs between $T = 4.4$
other narrow band gap semiconductors[43,44]. In the case of BP, the resulting 2DEG reflects the strong electronic confinement of the conduction band (CB) states near the band edges with respect to the substrate. In the case of adsorption on a semiconductor surface, this can result in substantial band bending. This was confirmed here by observing a shift of the band edges with respect to $E_F$ (see Fig. S2 and S3[30]) [29,39–41]. A sufficiently strong band bending can lead to confinement of the conduction band (CB) states near the surface, as already reported for both BP [27,42], as well as other narrow band gap semiconductors [43,44]. In the case of BP, the resulting 2DEG reflects the strong electronic anisotropy of the CB [27], and we can thus expect this electronic structure to be a model system for studying the effect of screening in a strongly anisotropic 2D system.

To study the resultant screened interaction between the positively charged K adatoms, we characterized the relative positions of large numbers (ca. 10 000) of adatoms $g(x, y)$ in order to calculate the vector-resolved pair distribution function $g(x, y)/g_{ran}(x, y)$, where $g_{ran}(x, y)$ is the distribution expected for random adsorption sites (see Fig. S4[30]). The mean interaction potential is then straightforwardly calculated from the pair distribution function via the reversible work theorem as $E_m(x, y) = -k_B T \ln [g(x, y)/g_{ran}(x, y)]$. The mean interaction potential quantifies the spatially dependent potential energy landscape felt by a given adatom with respect to a homogeneous background distribution. Extraction of the mean interaction potential has been utilized to study dopant distributions in semiconductors [45], the role of dimensionality in screened Coulomb interactions in a variety of materials [11,16], and free carrier-mediated interactions at metallic surfaces [8,9]. We note that this is different from the pair interaction potential, which quantifies the potential energy between two adatoms. Extraction of the pair interaction potential from the mean interaction potential requires an additional approximation, which is only typically appropriate in the case that the interaction is short ranged [16]. In order to probe the effect of screening, we first examined the adsorbate distribution upon adsorption at $T = 4.4$ K; we then monitored changes to the distribution after annealing the sample to higher temperatures ($T_{\text{anneal}}$) in order to overcome surface diffusion barriers (Fig. S1[30]). During the annealing process, the screened interaction potential plays a strong role in the redistribution of K atoms, which can then be observed after cooling again to the measurement temperature of 4.4 K. We also note that the temperature used to derive $E_m$ is a lower bound as we do not probe higher temperatures, although we observe qualitatively similar distributions at higher, uncalibrated, annealing temperatures.

The distribution of K adatoms ($n_K = 2.0 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$) after low-temperature deposition ($T = 4.4$ K) is shown in Fig. 2(a). While the large-scale STM image clearly shows a lack of long-range order, the corresponding plot of $E_m$ in Fig. 2(e) demonstrates short-range repulsion (red) at atomic separations less than 2 nm. This is ascribed to a short-range Coulomb interaction mediated by the substrate. As the sample is annealed, clear anisotropic ordering emerges [Figs. 2(b)–2(d)]. Examining the STM image from Fig. 2(b) ($T_{\text{anneal}} = 5.6$ K), chainlike structures composed of a few adatoms develop, oriented along the $x$ direction. After annealing to higher temperatures [$T_{\text{anneal}} = 8.0$ K for Fig. 2(c) and $T_{\text{anneal}} = 14.8$ K for Fig. 2(d)] the chains extend in length (along the $x$ direction) and show a characteristic interchain separation along the $y$ direction. It is noteworthy that the chains orient orthogonal to the direction along which the diffusion barrier is lower, demonstrating that this ordering is not driven by diffusion energy barriers (Fig. S1[30]). The development of long-range order seen prominently in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) is clearly reflected in the plots of $E_m$ [Figs. 2(g) and 2(h)], where deep attractive regions (blue) appear in the $x$ direction (indicating a high likelihood of finding neighboring atoms at such a position) and oscillatory interactions emerge along $y$.

To further analyze the potential landscape, line profiles along the $y$ direction ($x = 0$) taken from the plots of $E_m$ in Figs. 2(e)–2(h) are shown in Fig. 2(j). The annealing temperature-dependent line profiles along $y$ reveal clear oscillations up to distances of nearly 40 nm from the origin. While the oscillation amplitude increases with annealing temperature (notably from $T_{\text{anneal}} = 8.0$ to...
the origin, as well as a second weaker minimum at 8 nm. However, these structures cannot be reconciled with Friedel oscillations, because they appear at distances much shorter than $\lambda_{F,x}$ [see Fig. 2(i)]. Explaining the atomic separation along the chain thus requires a more sophisticated treatment of the K-doped BP dielectric function to describe the screened Coulomb interactions, along with a consideration of the preferred adsorption positions on the lattice. However, weak manifestations of Friedel-type interactions can still be observed in the $x$ direction, because half the Fermi wavelength ($\lambda_{F,x}/2 = 15 \pm 6$ nm) determined from ARPES coincides with the characteristic finite length of the chains (see Fig. S5 [30]).

The interpretation of the observed ordering in terms of Friedel oscillations can be further confirmed by coverage-dependent measurements in which the filling and Fermi vectors of the 2DEG are changed. Figure 3 shows a series of interaction potentials obtained from different potassium coverages, collected after annealing at temperatures between 14 and 18 K. At $n_K = 7.0 \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$, the mean interaction potential [Fig. 3(a) for STM images, see Fig. S6 [30]] clearly lacks the pronounced anisotropy

$T_{\text{anneal}} = 14.8$ K, the oscillatory period remains unchanged. The fact that the ordering is periodic points to an interaction potential that is strongly influenced by Friedel oscillations along $y$, as seen for isotropic interactions in other systems [8,9]. As we show later, the observed periodicity is indeed consistent with Fermi wavelength along the $y$ direction ($\lambda_{F,y}$). Also, doping-induced changes of the ordering can be explained by corresponding modifications of the Fermi surface as a function of electron filling.

The behavior of $E_{m}$ along $x$ [Fig. 2(i)], is strikingly different from $y$ [Fig. 2(j)]. The interatomic spacing between atoms in the 1D chains can be ascribed to a prominent potential minimum approximately 4 nm from the origin, as well as a second weaker minimum at 8 nm. However, these structures cannot be reconciled with Friedel oscillations, because they appear at distances much shorter than $\lambda_{F,x}$ [see Fig. 2(i)]. Explaining the atomic separation

![FIG. 2. Temperature-dependent distribution of K adatoms. (a) Large-scale STM constant-current image of K-doped BP (adatom density $n_K = 2.0 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$) after low-temperature deposition at $T = 4.4$ K ($V_s = -1$ V, $I_s = 3$ pA, scale bar = 20 nm). The $x,y$ orientation refers to the atomic lattice in Fig. 1(a) and is the same for (b)–(d). (b)–(d) STM constant current images taken at $T = 4.4$ K after annealing the K-doped BP sample for ten minutes to $T_{\text{anneal}} = 5.6$ K, 8.0 K, and 14.8 K, respectively ($V_s = -1$ V, $I_s = 3$ pA, scale bar = 20 nm). (e)–(h) Mean interaction potentials for single K dopant at (0,0) calculated from multiple images. Line cuts from mean interaction potential (i) along $x$ and (j) along $y$. The arrows in (e) refer to the directions of these line cuts.](image-url)
seen for higher coverages in Figs. 3(b)–3(d) and Fig. 2(h). The potential is repulsive at short range and shows a weakly attractive region at around 11 nm. We note that at this coverage we cannot deduce the potential with high precision. With increasing coverage \( n_K \geq 1.4 \times 10^{12} \text{ cm}^{-2} \), there is a qualitative change which can be explained by the CB minimum crossing \( E_F \). Beyond this coverage, \( E_m \) remains qualitatively similar, but as we show in more detail below, small changes in the characteristic periodicity appear that can be linked to the doping-dependent filling of the 2DEG [inset Fig. 4(a)].

For a detailed analysis of the doping-dependent changes, as well as the dimensionality of the screening, we analyze the decay of the oscillation in the \( y \) direction [Fig. 4(a)]. A radially symmetric interaction potential derived from an electron gas with an isotropic Fermi surface can be described by [46]

\[
E_m(R) = -C \frac{\cos(2k_F R + \delta)}{(k_FR)^m},
\]

where \( C \) is a constant, \( k_F \) is the characteristic Fermi surface wave vector, \( R \) is the distance to the scattering center, \( \delta \) is the phase shift upon scattering, and \( m \) is the spatial dimensionality. We fit the oscillatory \( E_m \) data in Fig. 4(a) to Eq. (1), obtaining the scattering wave vectors \( q_x = 2 \times k_{F,x} \), phase shifts, and dimensionality \( m \) (see Fig. S7 in the Supplemental Material [30] for further details). For the highest doping level \( n_K = 1.8 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-2} \), see Figs. S8 and S9 [30] [25,47], the best fit is obtained using \( m = 2 \), resulting in \( q_x = 0.28 \pm 0.02 \text{ Å}^{-1} \). The profiles taken from lower doping levels \( n_K = 2.0 \times 10^{12} \text{ cm}^{-2} \) (red points) and \( n_K = 1.4 \times 10^{12} \text{ cm}^{-2} \) (blue points) result in \( q_x = 0.08 \pm 0.01 \) and \( q_y = 0.07 \pm 0.01 \text{ Å}^{-1} \), respectively. As seen in Fig. 4(a), these data show a much slower decay in the oscillatory \( E_m \). In fact, taking \( m = 1 \) provides a better fit to this data (red and blue lines, respectively), indicating a quasi-one-dimensional screening along \( k_x \). This observed scattering dimensionality could be related to anisotropic charge puddling around the K dopants or Fermi surface nesting, but the origin is not clear from this formalism.

In order to independently confirm both the Fermi contour dimensions and dimensionality of the states near \( E_F \), we perform doping-dependent ARPES measurements (see Fig. S10 [30] [48]. The band structure of K-doped BP \( (n_{2D} = 1.49 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-2}) \) is shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). To confirm the 2D confinement of the bands near \( E_F \), data are collected as a function of photon energy, demonstrating a clear lack of \( k_z \) dispersion (Fig. S11 [30]). The ARPES measurements reaffirm the indications from STM measurements that K-doped BP hosts a 2D electron system at the surface, corroborating the previous conclusions from ARPES experiments [27,42,49]. Furthermore, the 2D bands show anisotropy and effective masses (Fig. S12 [30]) roughly consistent with expectations for both monolayer and bulk BP [50]. Using Luttinger’s theorem [51] to extract the carrier density \( n_{2D} \) from ARPES band structure, we compare the observed Fermi surface vectors \( (k_{F,x} \text{ and } k_{F,y}) \) with those obtained from STM (under the assumption \( n_K = n_{2D} \)), as shown in Fig. 4(d). Note that the K coverage for the determination of the conduction band-related Fermi contour from ARPES is significantly larger than the typical coverage in the STM experiments. The reason is that the conduction band-derived states need to be sufficiently populated in order to determine the detailed dispersion, since ARPES only probes occupied states. Nevertheless, the agreement for the extracted carrier densities between STM and ARPES is excellent. At low \( n_K \) (see Fig. S10 [30]), we do observe a band gap at \( E_F \) and rigid band shifts proportional to \( n_K \), consistent with STS measurements (Fig. S2 [30]) and previous ARPES measurements [27].
In conclusion, we demonstrate that K doping of the BP surface reveals the anisotropic in-plane screening and quasi-1D ordering of K adatoms mediated by the 2DEG induced by band bending. By examining large arrays of interacting K adatoms on the surface of BP, we show that the anisotropic screened Coulomb response governs the formation of 1D potassium chains and that the near-surface confined charge carriers mediate extremely long-ranged interchain interactions (>40 nm along the y direction), at relatively low carrier densities ($n_K = 2.0 \times 10^{12} \text{ cm}^{-2}$). The anisotropic response of the system persists to high carrier densities ($n_K = 1.8 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-2}$), allowing us to correlate the STM results with ARPES experiments. We note that the unusual interatomic spacing in a given K chain cannot be accounted for considering screening effects at long wavelength and requires a more sophisticated picture of the K-doped BP dielectric function. The results show that conduction electron-mediated interactions in BP are strongly anisotropic and extremely long ranged, which may have significant ramifications for excitonic excitations in BP.
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